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Abstract

We obtain a one parameter class of stationary rotating string cosmological

models of which the well-known G�odel Universe is a particular case. By suitably

choosing the free parameter function, it is always possible to satisfy the energy

conditions. The rotation of the model hinges on the cosmological constant which

turns out to be negative.
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They may be one of the sources of density perturbations that are required for

formation of large scale structure in the Universe [1,2]. They possess stress-energy

and hence couple to gravitational �eld. Their various features have been considered

by some authors [3-5]. Cosmic strings as source of gravitational �eld in general

relativity (GR) was discussed by Letelier [6] and Stachel [7]. Letelier [8] has

further constructed string cosmological models for Bianchi I and Kantowski-Sachs

spacetimes by introducing the energy-momentum tensor.

Tik = �uiuk � �wiwk; uiu
i = 1 = �wiw

i; uiw
i = 0 (1)

as the source term in Einstein's equation

Rik �
1

2
Rgik = �8�Tik � ^gik (2)

where ^ is the cosmological constant. Tik represents the energy momentum of a

cloud of strings attached with mass particles. The density � is made up of particle

density �p and the string tensor �, and is given by

� = �p + � (3)

The energy conditions will require � � 0, �p � 0 leaving the sign of � undetermined.

� has however to be positive whenever �p = 0. The matter ow and the string �bre

directions are respectively speci�ed by the unit timelike ui and spacelike wi vectors.

String cosmological models have been studied for Bianchi type spacetimes by

several authors [9-13]. It is also shown that cylindrically symmetric non-singular

spacetimes also admit physically reasonable string cosmological models [14]. So far
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stationary rotating string solutions of Einstein's equation. We have obtained a one

parameter class of rotating string spacetimes and the free function can be suitably

chosen to satisfy the energy conditions. The well-known rotating G�odel Universe

follows as a special case of this class. It turns out that the cosmological constant ^

plays a very simportant role in the sense that it measures rotation as well as particle

density �p.

We consider the stationary line-element in the form

ds2 = �dx2 � �2dy2 � dz2 + (dt+Hdy)2 (4)

where � and H are functions of x alone. We introduce the orthonormal tetrad;

�1 = dx; �2 = �dy �3 = dz and �4 = dt +Hdy and in what follows all quantities

will be referred to the tetrad frame.

The surviving Rab are given as follows :

R11 = R22 = �00=��H 02=2�2

R44 = �H
02=2�2; R24 = �(1=2�)(H

00 �H 0�0=�): (5)

Substituting this in (2) and using (1), we get

R24 = 0 (6)

R11 = �4�(�+ �)� ^ (7)
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R44 = 2^ = 8�(�� �) (8)

where we have used ui = �4i and wi = �3i (string is along the z-axis).

From eqns.(5)-(8) we readily obtain

H 0 = m�; 8�� = m2 � �00=�; 8�� = m2=2� �00=� (9)

where m is a constant of integration. Clearly � � 0 is ensured if �00 � 0 and the

particle density

�p = �� � = m2=2 � 0 (10)

whereas the cosmological constant

^ = �m2=4 � 0: (11)

The vorticity of the velocity �eld, 
 = wabw
ab turns out to be


 =
p
2m (12)

which will vanish only when ^ = 0 and so does the particle density �p.

The metric function � is undetermined and hence we have one parameter class

of rotating string spacetimes. In the followng we consider some simple interesting

cases.

Solution 1: The simplest case will obviously be � = x leading to

� = �p = 2� = m2=16�; H = mx2=2; (13)
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ds2 = �dx2 � x2dy2 � dz2 + (dt+
1

2
mx2dy)2: (14)

Solution 2: Let us put � = 0 which will imply � = emx=
p
2; H =

p
2�. Then we

obtain

ds2 = �dx2 � e
p
2mxdy2 � dz2 + (dt+

p
2emx=

p
2dy)2 (15)

which is the well-known G�odel Universe [15] with 8�� =m2=2 = �2^.

Solution 3: Let us consider the equation of state of the kind � = (1 + k)� where

k is a positive constant. Then we have

�00 +
1� k

2k
m2� = 0

the solution of which depends upon the sign of 1�k
2k

.

Case (i) a2 = 1�k
2k m2 > 0. In that case,

� = cosax; 8�� =
m2(1 + 3k)

2k
; H = �

m

a
sinax

and the metric reads

ds2 = �dx2 � cos2axdy2 � dz2 + (dt�
m

a
sinaxdy)2: (16)

Case (ii) �b2 = 1�k
2k

m2. We then obtain

� = ebx; 8�� =
1 + k

2k
; H =

m

b
ebx

and
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ds2 = �dx2 � e2bxdy2 � dz2 + (dt +
m

b
ebxdy)2: (17)

Solution 4: Let us consider the case of vanishing ^ which means �p = 
 = 0 and

� = �. This is the case of the Universe �lled with the cosmic strings alone. Note

that � still remains free to be chosen. We choose �00=� = �n2, n being a constant.

Then we get

� = � = n2=8�

and the metric has the simple form

ds2 = �dx2 � cos2nxdy2 � dz2 + dt2: (18)

It is interesting to note that � is a constant and switching that o� leads to at

spacetime.

This metric was earlier obtained by Patel and Vaidya [16] and was interpreted

as magnetic Universe with cosmological constant. That is the same spacetime can

have two di�erent physical visualisations.

Finally we would like to mention that all the cases considered above satisfy the

energy conditions and hence are physically admissible. Further they can always be

satis�ed by suitably choosing the free function �. It would be interesting to �nd

non-static rotating string models.
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